StatPath	Week 1a	1/22/2011
Preparation: Have different colored sticky notes for each group 

Time
Activity
Description
9:00-9:10
Roll/Announcements

9:10-9:15
Whip
To me breakfast is…
9:15-9:30
Commercials
Look at a few commercials
Lucky Charms http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vkDpTMGgAoo&feature=related
Frosted Flakes http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y_7WgXAlLFg
Rice Krispies http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xDMDyw9Em0Q&feature=related
Trix http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RlToUeEYn24&NR=1
	Who are these commercials targeted at? What is it about the commercials that suggest they are targeted at children? 

Why do advertisers target children? (pester power, brand loyalty)
9:30-9:50
Cereal Intro Activity
Handout 1.1.1 Cereal Intro Activity, random groups of 3
Goals 
	Give the cereal analysis assignment significance as a real world issue with important repercussions

Get students thinking about how they would define “unhealthy” as a warm-up to looking at cereal data
Group work for 10 minutes, facilitate a discussion as a class with groups leading it
9:50-10:00
Consumer Reports Video
http://www.consumerreports.org/health/healthy-living/diet-nutrition/healthy-foods/breakfast-cereals/overview/breakfast-cereals-ov.htm
	How does Consumer Reports define “healthy?” 
Note that their analysis compares one cereal to another. This is the type of analysis we do when we shop. This is different from the way a statistician thinks. A statistician compares groups. For example, how do children’s cereals compare to adult cereals? That is what our goal is in our first data analysis activity.



10:00-11:00
Exploring data
1.1.2 Breakfast Cereal Data, 1.1.3 Cereal Intro Activity
Explain that this will culminate in 2 papers that will be considered part of your first exam
Balanced groups of 3
Explore the data and summary
Give time to understand, on their own
	To develop a concept of a fraction (total sugar in children cereal versus adult doesn’t work since n is different! Thus a ratio helps even the scales)

How to compare fractions with different denominators
	See if some groups can tease out that the denominators are always numbers of children or adults
	Encourage students to come up with LOTS of different numbers, percentages and ratios
11:00-12:00
Lunch

12:00-12:05
Whip
Someone who supports my school effort is…
12:05-12:50
Making a poster
Make sure those who reach 3 put it on their poster
12:50-1:00
CC1-115

1:00-1:40
Poster Presentation
Conference-style poster presentations
	Outer circle: One group member/group presents for 3 minutes
Inner circle: Pairs of people listen to one presenter and then take 1 minute use 2-color post-its to record kudos (focus on effort!) and questions or suggestions

Inner circle rotates and repeats 3 times
Change presenters (this will involve some movement!)
Repeat twice so all group members have a chance to present
Questions on the board: Which group 
1:40-1:50
Homework
1.1.4 Breakfast Homework

	Are children cereals more likely to be placed on a certain shelf?
	If the denominator is the explanatory variable, you’ve divided the group into two groups (adult and children). By dividing the group in two, you’re saying these are what I’m looking at. 

Then by creating percentages, you’re scaling the two numbers to compare the two groups

